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As Provence Winezine’s on-the-spot reporter,
I could hardly resist the urge to sni�  about for more 

titbits on this upstart rosé. I belatedly learned that Châ-
teau Léoube may have been a new kid on the block but 
had also been collecting kudos from the likes of Decan-
ter’s World Wine Awards and the Concours Mondial de 
Bruxelles, among others. Oh, mercy.

I nosed on and discovered, Bacchus be praised, that in 
a week’s time, the château was to host a portes ouvertes, 
inviting one and all to visit the domain and sample their 
new selection of 2014 reds. 

So packing up my camera, my friends and my dog, 
bound for the Côte d’Azur, the hub of the hubbub, I 
could taste redemption in the approaching sea air. Al-
though still not able to make the acquaintance of the 
heralded rosés—they were completely sold out—the 
day was a grand success. � e Léoube welcome was cha-
leureux, the environs pristine, the reds well worth the 
jaunt (and my job intact). � is was, however, but a � rst 
glimpse across a crowded tasting room: intriguing and 
alluring but just a visage.

With curiosity piqued, and still stalking the elusive 
rosés, I ventured back to Château Léoube in July, this 
time with Susan Manfull, to see what lay behind its 
pretty face. Arriving mid-morning for our rendezvous 
with sales and marketing director Jérôme Pernot, it was 

already a thousand degrees, or there about, in the shade. 
Understandably, both Susan and I were deliriously 
grateful to discover that our scheduled safari through 
the vineyards was to be conducted in the comfort of 
a blessedly air conditioned Land Rover. What we had 
failed to anticipate was the vertebra-thumping ascent 
up a serpentine dirt road (read goat path), unmasking 
the true reason for the tenacious vehicle.

� irty minutes later, when we alighted on a craggy blu� , 
tumbling shell-shocked from the wild Rover, we were 
abashed to discover that, far from being a test of our 
true grit, our white knuckle ride had granted a gi�  : a 
glorious panoramic bird’s-eye vista of the entire domain 
– the size, the beauty, and the privileged position would 
have been impossible to grasp at vine level. A painterly 
patchwork of vineyards and olive groves stretched out 
before us in in� nite hues of green and brown and grey. 
Rectangular parcels of land, dotted with perfectly sym-
metrical rows of trees and vines, cascaded to the very 
edge of the sail-� ecked, glittering sea, with the Hyéres 
Islands marking the horizon.

Friends, Richard Burbidge and Mike Doran, savoring Léoube’s 
trio of reds at the portes ouvertes. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

Export director Jérôme Pernot, Susan Manfull, and the “wild 
Rover.” Photo by Pamela O’Neill

Located in the village of Bormes-les-Mimosas, this 
vast 560-hectare (1,384-acre) estate lies just seven 
miles east of Hyéres on the western shore of the Cap 
Bénat peninsula. Roughly half way along the Bay of 
Hyéres, formed by the Giens Peninsula to the west 
and Cap Bénat to the east, Léoube occupies an im-
posing four kilometers (2.5 miles) of rocky shoreline 
and white sand beaches along the Mediterranean 
coast, making it the largest privately owned frontal 
property on the Côte d’Azur. From the shore, past 
the agricultural plain, where the vines and olive trees 
are cultivated, the domain climbs into the forested 
Massifs des Maures—the “dark” mountains—which 
rise to the north, paralleling the coast, and also to 
the east, where they form a perpendicular � ngerpost 
pointing down the middle of the Cap Bénat penin-
sula to the sea.

� is � nger was where we stood, surrounded on three sides by tens of thousands of acres of Aleppo, Umbrel-
la, and Maritime pines, cork oaks, craggy rock, and maquis. Enveloped by a copse of trees, Léoube’s châ-
teau, which stands guard over the coastal plain, was clearly visible from our elevated perch. Curiously, I have 
found little historical information on the château, which has been variably dated from as early as the 14th 
century to as late as the 17th. Jérôme politely requested that I refrain from taking telephoto shots of this
furtive castle, making it all the more mysterious and compelling. Looking down the Cap, through the pines, 
we could also just see Fort Brégançon, classi� ed historical monument, sentinel of the bay, and former
summer residence of the Presidents of the French Republic.

A birds-eye vista of the Léoube estate with l’Ilot (small island) de Léoube just off shore, the Giens Peninsula on the hori-
zon, and the château, surrounded by trees, on the coastal plain. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

Fort Brégançon, classified historical monument and former 
summer residence of the Presidents of the French Republic. 
Photo by Pamela O’Neill

IN AUGUST OF LAST YEAR, Château Léoube’s Secret de Léoube was given a shout 
by Drinks Magazine, having placed in the gold medal tier of their 2014 Global Rosé
Masters wine tasting competition with such local Provence favorites as Château
d’Esclans and Mirabeau en Provence. Embarrassingly enough, having lived only an hour 
away for years, I had been blissfully ignorant of this domain.
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What is truly remarkable is that much of this 
long-chronicled property has been preserved 

throughout its tumultuous history. �ere is archaeolo-
gical evidence of occupation from Neolithic time and 
vestiges of habitats con�rming occupation from the 
Iron Age. Léoube, in ancient time called “l’Eolbe,” was 
long propounded as the site of the Greek city of Olbia, 
remains of which have since been excavated in Hyéres. 
Some historians still believe that the Phoenician sett-
lement of Olbia, predating the arrival of the Greeks, 
was indeed located here. Among other remnants, tiles 
used in Roman tombs, stamped by the fabricator, have 
been unearthed and the Gallo-Roman Chapel of Saint 
George still stands atop a hill overlooking Léoube 
Beach. A garrison, commissioned by Napoleon in 1810 
to defend against the looming threat of British naval at-
tack, and partially demolished by Nazi troops during 
WWII, sits on the rocky precipice of Cap Léoube.

Owing to its strategic coastal po-
sition, accessible via several co-
ves and beaches, and �anked on 
two sides by the Maures moun-
tains, the Léoube land has been 
looted, sacked, invaded, and 
occupied   by every marauding 
tribe and seafaring conqueror 
of the past 2500 years.  Notable 
hooligans included the Ligu-
rians, Celts, Bormani, Romans, 
Franks, Saracens, Moors, and 
Germans, right up to the lan-
ding of allied forces in Opera-
tion Dragoon on August 15, 
1944. 

Most recently, the Léoube domain also survived the 
building frenzy of the post-war 20th century, which de-
voured the Côte d’Azur from Le Lavandou, just around 
the tip of Cap Bénat, as far as the Italian border as well 
as spurred the urban sprawl of Toulon and Hyéres im-
pinging from the west.
Armchair research into past proprietors of Léoube le� 
me brain boggled and reaching for vino therapy – so 
proceed with grain of salt.   Its early history, as that 
of Provence, is a quagmire of ownership bouncing 
between a litany of counts of Provence, and, later, the 
French crown.   Although I was not able to determine 
when the lordship of Léoube was established, it could 
have been as early as the 10th century, a�er expulsion 
of the Saracens, around the same time as its neighbor, 
Brégançon (972).  �e lordships of Léoube and Brégan-
çon were o�en assigned together by the reigning counts 
until de�nitively separated in 1679, when Léoube was 
sold into private ownership while Brégançon reverted 
to the crown.

Satellite view of 560-hectare (1384-acre) Léoube estate 
with approximate perimeter in pink.

Allied forces’ landing plan for Operation Dragoon (ori-
ginally called Anvil), the invasion of southern France on 
August 15, 1944.

In 1766 (following yet another stint under the crown), the Bremond family, “agriculturists” (viniculturists perhaps?) 
in Collobrières, purchased the estate. It appears that one such “Bremond de Léoube,” mayor of Bormes at the time, ran 
afoul of the radical Jacobins and was charged with being an enemy of the revolution during the Reign of Terror. Appa-
rently, in 1791, he had ordered a lieutenant of the national guard at Fort Brégançon not to �re on English ships in the 
Bay of Hyéres (perhaps boding well for future British owners), which had been helping to evacuate the understandably 
terror-stricken royalists and others �eeing revolutionary mayhem. I do not know if poor Bremond himself managed 
to �ee his accusers or indeed met “Le Grand Rasoir National.”

Nevertheless, with or without his head, some Bremond remained at Léoube until Toulon industrialist Emile Joseph 
Gérard acquired it in 1840. I’m going out on a limb to say that this must be the very same Emile Joseph Gérard who, 
in 1847, bought the Étang des Pesquiers (pond of �sheries), which covers most of the Giens Peninsula of Hyéres, and 
was, at that time, beset with mosquito infested mud �ats. From these swamps he created Les Salins des Pesquiers, a 
538-hectare salt marsh that, while vanquishing malaria, provided much needed enterprise until operations ceased in 
1995. It is now a stunning nature preserve.

Salt flats of the Étang des Pesquiers, on the Giens Peninsula of Hyéres, built by Emile Joseph Gérard, owner of domaine 
de Léoube, in 1847. Photo used with permission of the Conservatoire du littoral.
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Subsequent to this period, reports of comings and 
goings at Léoube have been conspicuously elusory. 

A real estate advertisement published in Le Figaro does 
show the property for sale in 1854, announcing “Do-
maine de Léoube : �e most beautiful property on the 
coast,” with 610 hectares of land including 75 hectares 
of “vines and crops” with a sale price of 1,000 francs.

I found a �eeting reference (remember your salt) to 
one former 20th century proprietor, quite high pro�le 
at the time. Georges-Marie Haardt, general director 
of Citroën in its infancy, was famous for leading ne-
ver-before-attempted expeditions over demanding and 
inhospitable terrain to prove the moxie of the modern 
automobile, more speci�cally his beloved Citroën. He 
conducted two successful and widely publicized expe-
ditions to Africa but met with his demise on a voyage 
across Asia, sadly felled by frigid conditions and pneu-
monia Purportedly owner of both Domain Léoube and 
its old friend Brégançon at the time, perhaps Monsieur 
Haardt had become habituated to the kinder Mediter-
ranean climate.

Two farsighted events did transpire in this century, 
however, which were paramount in ensuring Léou-
be’s longevity. In 1942, shortly a�er the death of their 
trail-blazing owner, both Brégançon and Léoube be-
came listed historical sites. And in 1975, an entire 1,700 
hectares of Cap Bénat, including both domains, was 
made a “site classé” under permanent protection of the 
French government.

But the epoch that transformed an unknown wine 
domain into Château Léoube, producer of trumpeted 
rosé, began in 1997 with the arrival of a new lord. He is 
the ennobled Lord Bamford, Baron of Daylesford and 

of Wootton, and Chairman and owner of JCB, the wor-
ld’s third largest construction equipment manufacturer. 
According to a 2015 article in Forbes Magazine, “a JCB 
is to a backhoe what a Kleenex is to a tissue,” but with 
pro�ts of over a million pounds a day. His wife is Lady 
Carole Bamford, England’s pioneering queen of orga-
nic farming, who Wmagazine, in 2007, described as a 
“superposh, organic, British Martha Stewart.”  From its 
humble beginnings in 2002, selling from a renovated 
barn the cheese, meat, and vegetables produced on the 
Daylesford estate, she has grown her business, Dayles-
ford Organics, to include a cooking school, a string of 
London cafe/farmshops, a wellness center, clothing and 
cosmetics lines, and a charitable foundation.Perimeter of the 1,700-hectare classified site of Cap Bénat.

�ough not originally intending to purchase a wine domain when house hunting on the Côte d’Azur, once installed 
there, it is only natural that this audacious duo would be enticed into applying their business acumen and environ-
mentally sustainable farming principles to Léoube’s lackluster vineyards and groves. With an army of JCB tractors 
and diggers at the ready, all they lacked was wining and vining savoir-faire. Being perfectionists, not any old wine (or 
winemaker) would do : the Bamfords aspired to make an intrinsically Provençal style wine of the very highest quality 
that would showcase the singularity of the terroir. So they poked their heads over the fence and asked the advice of 
their neighbor. �is would turn out to be a most fortuitous inquiry, providing a key ingredient in the Hegelian cocktail 
that was to metamorphose the Léoube estate and its wines.

Léoube’s château. Photo by Pamela O’Neill
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Who, you ask, was this neighbor? None other than 
Jean-Jacques Ott, third generation of preeminent 

Domaines Ott* winemakers. �is renowned domain 
was started by his grandfather Marcel, “who would be-
come famous for his thorough research, attention to 
detail, great patience, immense discipline, and excep-
tionally high standards of quality” (see Provence Wine-
zine) and �rst brought Provence wines to international 
attention.

At the time of the Bamford’s arrival, Jean-Jacques was 
noodling with the notion of retirement and plans were 
afoot to liquefy Domaines Ott* assets in order to re-
solve inheritance obligations toward the numerous 
fourth generation Ott o�spring (which resulted in its 
purchase by Maison de Champagne Louis Roederer in 
2004). Well, you guessed it ; he succumbed to the siren 
call of a new challenge, and o�ered his own prodigious 
expertise to the Lord and Lady of Léoube in their quest 
to realize a strikingly Marcel-like vision.

In 2003, a�er obtaining a degree in agricultural en-
gineering, specializing in oenology, Jean-Jacques’ son, 
Romain, was also brought on board. When Jean-Jacques 
retired, he ceded his reins to the fourth generation Ott 
winemaker, although Jérôme tells us that Jean-Jacques 
can still be spotted among the vines some mornings 
and is still available for “�ne tuning” in the cave.

Léoube’s rosés. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

Romain Ott and Jérôme Pernot. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

In addition to the Bamford-Ott dream team, Léoube’s microclimate and topography provide an ideal viticultural mi-
lieu, making an inestimable contribution to the potential for creating distinguished wines. On average, there are over 
3000 hours of sunshine per year (arguably more than anywhere else in France), the Mistral winds from the north-west 
insure the vines are kept dry and disease-free during the hot summer months, salty sea breezes �avor and cool the 
vines at night, and the earth is a mineral rich combination of sand, mica schist, and clay. Nature is not without its 
perils, however. Winds from the east, most frequent in spring, fall, and early winter, can at times bring heavy inunda-
tions, leaching the vineyards of their topsoil and forming tremendous canyons of runo�, which can severely damage the 
vines or even wash them out to sea.

So job one for team Bamford-Ott in their mission to nurture nature was a massive restructuring of the vineyards. Star-
ting with a triage of the original forty-odd hectares, all �elds have been re-soiled, leveled, terraced, reoriented, and/
or canted depending upon their position and soil composition. With the same deliberation and exquisite attention to 
detail lavished on each step of the process, it takes a full ten years from the time this ground preparation is begun on 
a new parcel of vineyard for the wine it produces to be ready to drink.

It was not until 2008 that the �rst wine deemed worthy of the Château Léoube name was bottled and distributed in 
France, the same year that the entire domain received Ecocert organic certi�cation. With their guiding philosophy to 
“Produce the best from what the land can give you with great a�ection and care” and a combination of deep pockets 
and ancestral savvy, seven short years later, the estate now boasts 65 hectares of vines, a new state-of-the-art cave, 
eight outstanding cuvées, two estate olive oils pressed from the fruit of 4700 trees (using a brand-new olive mill), 
international distribution of its wines, and countless accolades. One can’t help but feel both impressed and woefully 
unaccomplished.

Léoube vineyards. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

“Produce the best from what the land can give you 
with great a�ection and care”
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All of which begs the essential nagging question : 
Did Susan and I �nally get to savor the bemedaled 

rosés? We did indeed. But, alas, there was not a bott-
le to be had, short of mounting a raid on the château’s 
private cellar (which we considered) of the new cuvée 
Léoube La Londe. We will be forced to return, kicking 
and screaming, in June of next year to sample this nec-
tar touted as a “Super Rosé,” having taken 10 years to 
perfect, with only 1,500 bottles to go around. But Jé-
rôme did treat us to the other pink sweethearts of the 
press, for which we’d been lusting.

Both the Rosé de Léoube and Secret de Léoube under-
go natural alcoholic and full malolactic fermentation in 
stainless steel tanks, no wood. �ey are both concoc-
ted from, 40 % each, Grenache and Cinsault grapes. 
�e remaining 20 % of the Rosé de Léoube is blended 
from equal parts of Syrah and Mourvèdre while Secret 
de Léoube is a full 20 % Cabernet Sauvignon, from 
65-year-old vines. 

�ey are both deliciously so� pink in color with a light, 
fresh, perfectly balanced red fruit �avor. Rosé de Léou-
be had a bit of honey both in the nose and mouth, with 
a mineral �nish, and was particularly smooth while 
Secret de Léoube had more citrus notes as well as so-
mething slightly herbaceous, possibly from the caber-
net, and was more complex.

The rosés of Léoube – finally within reach.
Photo by Pamela O’Neill

The completely new cave was built in 2009. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

Our host suggested that a succulent herb-crusted rack 
of lamb would make an engaging companion for Secret 
de Léoube. Either, however, is superb sipped alone and 
went swimmingly with our tomato and bu�alo mozza-
rella panini and caramel beurre salé ice cream (all orga-
nic, of course) at Le Café de Léoube on Pellegrin Beach, 
where we stopped to refresh on our way home. In any 
case, our rendezvous with these elegant wines, deser-
ving of their spotlight, was well worth the wait.

As I have learned, Domaine de Léoube is like Pro-
vence itself.   It is not the Grand Canyon or the New 
York skyline. Its “wow” is cumulative, like a friendship, 
building with familiarity.   It is a con�uence of myriad 
elements, which have, both by accident of nature and 
long acquaintance, mingled to concoct an identity.  �e 
Provençaux have a word for this – patisser, to mélange 
– from which the emblematic aperitif pastis (pastaga in 
these parts), the milk of Provence, derives its name – 
always distinctive yet always characteristic of the land 
of its birth.

�ese same qualities could be used to describe the Léou-
be style of wine. As Jérôme explained, they are not ma-
king “competition” wines, not looking for exuberance, 
there is no immediate impact or dominating sensation; 
instead they seek a discrete delicate balance that plays 
with your senses, “a little bit of everything,” as in nature, 
as in their terroir. Our view of the domain, from the 
vaulted perspective of the Massifs des Maures, made sa-
lient the pivotal role of its location in orchestrating the 
cacophony of its eclectic history, physical geography, 
and cultural in�uences that together have conspired to 
create the exceptional yet quintessential pastaga that is 
Château Léoube.

Notes :
Regarding the white wine, the 2014 Blanc de Leoube is 
a new blend. Previously with equal parts Semillon and 
Rolle (aka Vermentino), this year’s white blends a third 
each Sémillon, Rolle, and Ugni Blanc (aka Trebbiano), 
giving its mineral, �oral, and white fruit roundness an 
added citrus zest freshness.
Last winter, I had the pleasure of taking a bottle of Les 
Forts de Léoube to a tasting with the Cotignac Interna-
tional Wine Club (now familiar to PWZ readers) where 
it took a close second in a contentious �eld of Provence 
reds. So, this time, a bottle of Rosé de Leoube made its 
way home with me for a battle of the rosés, where it was 
judged No. 1 by the same discerning group. Another illus-
trious feather in the cap of Château Léoube.

Moi, chilling on Pellegrin Beach, part of the Château Léoube 
property. Photo by Susan Manfull

Château Léoube. Photo by Pamela O’Neill

“Domaine de Léoube
is like Provence itself ”
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